I. INTRODUCTION
The Energy Doubler refrigeration system is a hybrid system involving a large (5000 liter/hour) central helium liquefier and 24 satellite refrigerators, all connected by a four mile long helium transfer line. These satellite refrigerators consume 92 liters/hour from the central helium liquefier and produce 690 watts in the satellite mode. Furthermore, the satellite has the capability to run as a stand-alone refrigerator and produce 445 watts. The stand-alone operation will be the subject of this report.
The first Energy Doubler satellite refrigerator operated for about one year in the Village to provide refrigeration for the magnet measurements test stand. It was reinstalled in the Main Ring at the A-1 service building in an auxiliary building above the Main Ring tunnel. It has recently been coupled to a 25 magnet string stretching 500 ft through A sector. We have made about 20 runs with this cold box including the 10 magnet "cell test" and 25 magnet "mini sector test". Except for the final round of automation this installation is complete.
The first production cold box with Mycom screw is installed at A-2 with life testing started in January 1979. The second production refrigerator will be complete and undergoing installation in March 1979 at B-l to provide the refrigeration for an above ground Doubler systems test. The unit has four modes of operation (see Table I ). The primary mode, which is used for the Energy Doubler, is the "satellite mode"1. The The design of the satellite refrigerator has one especially novel feature; that is, the heat exchangers are stacked in a long 35 ft column. The output end of the refrigerator is about 5 ft from the Main Ring tunnel floor and can couple directly to the Doubler magnets without the need of a costly intervening transfer line. The refrigerator is suspended inside its own "silo" which penetrates from grade to the Main Ring tunnel (see Fig. 1 
V. SYSTEM DECONTAMINATION AND STARTUP
The satellite and accompanying magnet load are first purged with N2 to remove water vapor from the system down to 10 ppm levels. A commercial hygrometer is used for on-line monitoring. The screw compressor is then operated as a vacuum pump and the N2 is removed from the system and replaced by helium gas until the N2 concentration is below 100 ppm. N2 levels are measured by a thermal conductivity meter. These functions will eventually be taken over by a mobile purifier. Oil removal is accomplished on each compressor and does not appear to be a problem. If a satellite becomes plugged during operation, the blocked heat exchanger can be selectively warmed up and cleared without appreciably warming the magnet string. and open the magnet J-T's. This step is the transition to loop flow from the single pass cooldown mode. The satellite also changes modes from a liquefier to a refrigerator resulting in dropping the magnets to 4.70K. This is a very difficult period if one does not have at least 20% excess refrigeration, due to system instabilities. After you complete transition, you let the satellite fill the magnets. The fill time is inversely proportional to the excess refrigeration available; i.e., the excess expander capacity at the service building and the excess compressor capacity. Therefore, fill time can vary from 20 hours to a week.
Cooldown after a quench is a function of the energy dissipated in the magnet. For a quench during injection, recovery time should be less than 100 sec. During the 25 magnet A-1 test,the system recovered much faster than the length of time it took to turn on the power supply.
For fast recovery at high power levels we do the following:
1. Fire relief or au -iliary cooldown valves at both ends of quenched half cell. At < 50 msec. 2. Close J-T valve At < 2 sec.
The recovery time is determined by the quench current and the pressure drop of the warm magnets (see Table  II ), i.e., the limiting cooldown flow.
Warmup is a function of the electrical status of the magnets. If there is continuity in the electrical circuit the string can be warmed up in 4 hours using either the main ring supply or a special warmup supply.
If electrical continuity is lost,several heater supplies can be installed across the safety leads so that together with hot gas from the compressor a heating rate of 50 kW can be achieved (10-20 hour warmup).
If both electrical continuity is lost and there are large holes in the 10 He cryostats, hot N2 at 2 atm. is connected and warmup takes several days. 
